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TICE CREATE Stage: FASHION Project 1 

Title: Fashion Nostalgia | Looking forward to future past #theuniqueillustration 

Project Outline:  For many of us, there are items in our wardrobe that were trendy for a minute and now 

never see the light of day. Nowadays people buy clothes like they buy groceries; going to the shop once a 

week, wear a piece for about a month and then throw it away or shove it into the back of our already 

bulging wardrobes. Not only are there the environmental and human rights implications of fast fashion, but 

there’s also not many of us have wads of cash to burn. But how could we promote better buying habits? 

 

Pick this project if you are interested in Fashion Sustainability, Fashion History, Vintage Clothing, Fashion 

Photography, Fashion Graphics and Digital Illustration using Adobe Photoshop. 

For this project we are looking for no more than 12 people – we will discuss your choice at your interview.  

Fashion illustration is seriously making a comeback. Twenty years ago, you saw almost no fashion 

illustration, but this is gradually changing as magazine editors are looking for something fresh to draw the 

eye. With this project you will be working with vintage fashion brand Trendlistr you will be creating a series 

of digital fashion illustration prints to showcase on Instagram which will not only present vintage clothing 

but promote a message of more sustainable fashion buying.  

Why Vintage Fashion? - THEY'RE DESIGNED TO LAST - These days we almost expect our fast fashion 

purchases to wear out quickly and think nothing of a seam that opens or a knit that snags or dyes that 

come off on your skin. Sure, it's annoying but there's plenty more where that came from, right? This 

endless cycle of shoddy fast fashion can be reversed with some investment in vintage pieces that are in 

good condition. Clothes used to be made to last. The fact that these clothes have been preserved in good 

condition for years is a testament to their quality. Sure, you might need to fix a button or a seam here and 

there, and you will have to be careful how you wash them, but it will be worth it! The quality of the fabric, 

the handmade work that went into their creation, and the gorgeous details make vintage clothing a quality 

alternative to fast fashion. 

Which companies you will be working with: Louisa Rodgers of Trendlistr (https://trendlistr.com/), Tyne Tees Models, 

Northumbria University Fashion Communication Department, Josephine Birkett, Make-up artist and La Di Da 

Magazine. 

http://www.thisiscreativeenterprise.com/
https://trendlistr.com/
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Your 3 Training Days may look like this:  

*Please note: you must attend all three training days to showcase your work at the Final Show. 

Day one: (11th June) The first day of our project will be dedicated to choosing an outfit from the Trendlistr 

collection. You will research this item and start to collect appropriate images and backgrounds to use for 

your fashion illustration print.  

Day two: (19th June) The second day will be a photoshoot of your outfit; you will use this shoot as the 

basis of your fashion print. You will be working with models and make-up artists. 

Day three: (24th June) You will complete your fashion illustration print and create Instagram worthy 

comments and hashtags which will promote vintage fashion, more sustainable fashion buying and the 

comeback of fashion illustration. 

*Fashion graphics, Photoshop, photography and styling. 

Your Mentors are: Jennine Wilson (TICE Photograhy Mentor) & Jen Barrett. 

Need help or guidance? 

If you would like to choose this project but have a few questions please get in touch with your mentor. 

Jennine:  fashion@tice-uk.com  
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